Visualizing uncertainty
problems and solutions

Wayne Oldford

Problems with visualizing uncertainty
We hate it

It’s hard
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We hate it

Dichromat mammalian eye, nocturnal
First fully terrestrial vertebrate eye
- accomodation by lens deformation
Tetrapods ashore: seeing in air
- eyelids(3), tears
- smooth refractive cornea
- predatory stereopsis
- facial morphology
- neurologic adaptation
Fish eyes:
- Sclera, cornea, lens
- Oil droplets (reduce glare)
- Microsaccades
Jawed fish, bony eye cases
- Extra-ocular muscles (7), Tapetum
Mollusc eyes
Vert: cornea, retinal vascular, colour
First eyes (Trilobites)
- Compound and camera eyes
- Stereopsis
Bilateral symmetry, muscles
- Pax6 gene in bilaterians
Eyespots, eyecups

Homo Sapiens

1.8 Mya
Tertiary

We hate it

Cretaceous
Jurassic

208 Mya
251 Mya
299 Mya

Vision has evolved in concert with other
features of our brain and body.
Our vision (including our visual
processing) has evolved in response to
selective pressures.
Uncertainty in visualization is arguably a
disadvantage to survival.

362 Mya

415 Mya
445 Mya
490 Mya

543 Mya

600 Mya

Permian Triassic

We (homo sapiens) by contrast appear
only 2 to 3 hundred thousand years ago.

145 Mya

Carbonif...

Vision has evolved over more than 600
million years (when the first eyespots
appear).

Mammals thrive and diverge

Ediacaran Cambrian Ordov... Sil... Devonian

We are products of our evolutionary
history.

65 Mya

Dichromat mammalian eye, nocturnal
First fully terrestrial vertebrate eye
- accomodation by lens deformation
Tetrapods ashore: seeing in air
- eyelids(3), tears
- smooth refractive cornea
- predatory stereopsis
- facial morphology
- neurologic adaptation
Fish eyes:
- Sclera, cornea, lens
- Oil droplets (reduce glare)
- Microsaccades
Jawed fish, bony eye cases
- Extra-ocular muscles (7), Tapetum
Mollusc eyes
Vert: cornea, retinal vascular, colour
First eyes (Trilobites)
- Compound and camera eyes
- Stereopsis
Bilateral symmetry, muscles
- Pax6 gene in bilaterians
Eyespots, eyecups
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We hate it

it’s dangerous

We hate it

it’s confusing

We hate it

We hate it

it’s confusing

We hate it

we have evolved to make connections

We hate it

we have evolved to resolve ambiguity

We hate it

we have evolved to detect patterns

We hate it

we like stories

Uncertainty appears largely to provide dramatic tension, .

We hate it

we like stories

Uncertainty appears largely to provide dramatic tension, .

Uncertainty rarely remains at the
conclusion of a story.
Often it appears in story telling to
provide dramatic tension, tension that is
resolved by the story’s end.

We hate it

we want explanations

We hate it

we look for causes

We hate it
•

uncertainty is uncomfortable, disquieting, disturbing, …

•

we prefer patterns, laws of nature, …

•

signal more important than noise

•

uncertainty obfuscates

•

variation reduces explanatory power

•

want repeatability

Uncertainty is avoided

Problems with visualizing uncertainty
We hate it

It’s hard

It’s hard

relatively recent development
• 100s of years compared to 100s of millions of years
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•

… to understand
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- accomodation by lens deformation
Tetrapods ashore: seeing in air
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- Pax6 gene in bilaterians
Eyespots, eyecups

It’s hard
•

•

•

… to understand

relatively recent development
• 100s of years compared to 100s of millions of years
many subtle concepts
• randomness
• probability
• conditioning
• confounding
• rare events
what effects matter?
• compared to what?

It’s hard

… because of multiple sources of uncertainty
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• static vs kinematic
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It’s hard
•

… to convey uncertainty visually

we prefer certainty

•

must match
• problem/source/purpose
• audience
• visualization

•

depends on available media
• static vs kinematic
• passive versus interactive
• presentation versus exploration

•

little empirical study to guide us

Solutions:
Eliminate it
Explain it
Embed it
Engage and entertain

Solutions:
Eliminate it
Explain it
Embed it
Engage and entertain

Eliminate it

Change to expectation

p = 0.03
n = 100
nxp=3
Embed it
by
patternless
location to
indicate
randomness

Eliminate it

expected frequency tree

Explain with a narrative

Author: Mike Pearson
from D. Spiegelhalter

Eliminate it

expected frequency tree

untreated
live

die

treated

a narrative + embedding

Eliminate it

expected returns

Expected winnings and losses
Video lottery terminals pay out
only 72% of what they take in.

You bet
$100

but keep
$28
They pay
$72
Your loss.

On average:*

You bet

They pay

You lose

†

†

†

Convey probability by turning
it into a more meaningful
quantity, namely money
(costs and expected returns)

†

‡

* Depends on size of the jackpot and on the number of people sharing.
Calculations used monthly averages for Jan., Feb., and March 2008 and OLC!s published probabilities.
†
‡

Does not include ENCORE on this ticket.
ENCORE winnings based on Lotto 6/49
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Eliminate it

expected returns

Expected winnings and losses
Video lottery terminals pay out
only 72% of what they take in.

You bet
$100

but keep
$28
They pay
$72

Lotto 6/49, for example draws 6 numbers from
1, 2, …., 49. The grand prize is won if the six
numbers selected by the player match the six
selected by the Lottery. The probability of this
occurring is 1 in 49 choose 6, or 1 in
13,983,816 … an unimaginably small number.

Your loss.

Better to convey understandable numbers.
On average:*

You bet

They pay

You lose

†

†

†

Convey probability by turning
it into a more meaningful
quantity, namely money
(costs and expected returns)

†

‡

* Depends on size of the jackpot and on the number of people sharing.
Calculations used monthly averages for Jan., Feb., and March 2008 and OLC!s published probabilities.
†
‡

Does not include ENCORE on this ticket.
ENCORE winnings based on Lotto 6/49
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Eliminate it

expected time to win a lottery
very small number -> very large number

Convey probability by turning it into a more meaningful quantity,
namely expected time to win the main prize

How long should I expect to play to win the grand prize?
Quite a while. If your ancestors bought one ticket per weekly draw, the expected number of draws they would have to
play to win the grand prize in
would be 13,983,816, or have played for about 268,000 years.
On the up side, according to some genetic evidence, homo sapiens seems to have differentiated itself as a species as
recently as 270,000 years ago, so your family has had the time ...

Great pyramids at Giza constructed
during the reign of Khufu
2589-2566 BCE

2574 BCE

Jesus of Nazereth
Born circa 1 BCE

Alexander the Great is
born
356 BCE

352 BCE

1 BCE

Charlemagne becomes
King of the Franks
768

Shakespeare writes
Romeo and Juliet
1595

413 years
1,239 years
2,008 years
2,359 years
4,581 years
769

1595

100 tickets per weekly draw
21
39
114
88

2008
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We determine, when we (or our ancestors) would have had to start
buying lottery tickets for the expected time to win the grand prize to
have been in 2008.
The expected time depends on the lottery and the number of different
tickets bought at each (weekly) lottery draw.

Provides a narrative

Author: R. Dean & R.W. Oldford, 2008

Eliminate it

expected time to win a lottery
very small number -> very large number

Convey probability by turning it into a more meaningful quantity,
namely expected time to win the main prize
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Eliminate it
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very small number -> very large number
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Eliminate it

expected time to win a lottery
very small number -> very large number

Convey probability by turning it into a more meaningful quantity,
namely expected time to win the main prize
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Eliminate it

expected time to win a lottery
very small number -> very large number

Convey probability by turning it into a more meaningful quantity,
namely expected time to win the main prize

How long should I expect to play to win the

Quite a while. If your ancestors bought one ticket per weekly draw, the expec
play to win the grand prize in
would be 13,983,816, or have played for

On the up side, according to some genetic evidence, homo sapiens seems to
recently as 270,000 years ago, so your family has had the time ...

Great pyramids at Giza constructed
during the reign of Khufu
2589-2566 BCE

2574 BCE

Provides a narrative
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Solutions:
Eliminate it
Explain it
Embed it
Engage and entertain

Explain it
if the genesis … can be made
clear … the [distribution] becomes
also intelligible
Francis Galton, 1889
Natural Inheritance, p. 63

explain the source of uncertainty

Explain it

explain the source of uncertainty

if the genesis … can be made
clear … the [distribution] becomes
also intelligible
Francis Galton, 1889
Natural Inheritance, p. 63

Galton’s quincunx shows how a
normal distribution arises from a
sequence of balls striking pins as
they roll down from the top. (central
limit theorem for Bernoulli trials).
Francis Galton, 1889
Natural Inheritance, p. 63

Explain it

explain the source of uncertainty

if the genesis … can be made
clear … the [distribution] becomes
also intelligible
Francis Galton, 1889
Natural Inheritance, p. 63

Pearson explains how a normal distribution arises from the
pellets/bullets fall from the shots fired by a marksman at a
target (marginal normal from a bivariate normal).

Karl Pearson
Chances of Death, V1. p. 23
1897

Explain it

provide a narrative

Human mortality explained as the “bridge of life”.
Pearson modelled mortality of Victorian England
as a mixture of five distributions, each
represented by a figure of death.
Infant mortality, for example, is largely determined
by one’s ancestry represented by the death atop
the tomb(?) hurling the skull at the infant.
Similarly the other four stages of life have
probabilities of death that are different, each
represented by a figure of death having a weapon
whose accuracy matches the risk of that stage of
life.

Karl Pearson
Chances of Death, V1. Front matter, 1897

Author: Karl Pearson, 1897

Artist: Maria Pearson

Explain it
Convey probability by
turning it into a more
meaningful quantity,
namely ratio of areas.

Convey randomness
by dart, kite, and
inability to see the
coins

provide a narrative
Somewhere on a Canadian Football field lie one or more coins.

A standard
tournament dart
released from a kite
flown high above the
field strikes within its
boundaries.

If the dart
strikes any
of the hidden
coins, then
you win the
grand prize
of the lottery.

A penny

A quarter

Two quarters.

Four toonies.
© 2008 R. Dean and R.W. Oldford
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Somewhere on a Canadian Football field lie one or more coins.

Explain it
Convey probability by
turning it into a more
meaningful quantity,
namely ratio of areas.

Convey randomness
by dart, kite, and
inability to see the
coins

provide a narrative

A standard
tournament dart
released from a kite
flown high above the
field strikes within its
boundaries.

If the dart
strikes any
of the hidden
coins, then
you win the
grand prize
of the lottery.

A penny

A quarter

Two quarters.

Four toonies.

Author: R. Dean & R.W. Oldford, 2008

Explain it

provide familiar comparisons
Toss this many coins at once.

the “natural”
logarithms
for
probability:

The probability corresponds to
ALL of the coins landing heads.

Lotto 6/49
grand prize
1 in 13,983,816

25

20

Royal Flush in 5
cards dealt
1 in 649,740
Struck by lightning
in the next year
1 in 400,000
Dying from firearm-related
violent crime in the next year
1 in 166,667

log 12 (p)

15

Dying on the job
during the next year
1 in 14,706
Four of a kind in 5
cards dealt
1 in 4,165

10

Full house in 5
cards dealt
1 in 694
Straight in 5
cards dealt
1 in 255

5

Having twins
1 in 32
births

A woman developing
breast cancer in her lifetime
1 in 9

Each additional coin
halves the probability

© 2008 R. Dean and R.W. Oldford

0

A man developing prostate
cancer in his lifetime
4 in 25

PROBABiLiTy

Convey probability by
turning it into a more
meaningful quantity,
here coin tosses.
Provide familiar
comparisons. (based on
Canadian data, 2008)

Convey randomness
and probability by
tossing several coins at
once.

Toss
Toss this
this many
many coins
coins at
at once.
once.

Explain it

The
The probability
probability corresponds
corresponds to
to
ALL
of
the
coins
landing
heads.
ALL of the coins landing heads.

Lotto 6/49
6/49
Lotto
grand prize
prize
grand
1
in
13,983,816
1 in 13,983,816

provide
familiar comparisons
25

the “natural”
logarithms
for
probability:

20

Royal Flush in 5
Royal Flush in 5
cards dealt
cards dealt
1 in 649,740
1 in 649,740
Struck by
by lightning
lightning
Struck
in
the
next
year
in the next year
1
in
400,000
1 in 400,000
Dying from
from firearm-related
firearm-related
Dying
violent
crime
in the
the next
next year
year
violent crime in
1
in
166,667
1 in 166,667

15

log 12 (p)

Dying on
on the
the job
job
Dying
during the
the next
next year
year
during
1
in
14,706
1 in 14,706
Four of
of aa kind
kind in
in 55
Four
cards dealt
dealt
cards
in 4,165
4,165
11 in

10

Full house
house in
in 55
Full
cards
dealt
cards dealt
in 694
694
11 in
Straight in
in 55
Straight
cards
dealt
cards dealt
in 255
255
11 in

5

Having twins
twins
Having
1 in
in 32
32
1
births
births
A woman
woman developing
developing
A
breast
cancer
in her
her lifetime
lifetime
breast cancer in
in 99
11 in

Each
Each additional
additional coin
coin
halves
halves the
the probability
probability
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A man
man developing
developing prostate
prostate
A
cancer in
in his
his lifetime
lifetime
cancer
in 25
25
44 in

PROBABiLiTy
PROBABiLiTy

Convey probability by
turning it into a more
meaningful quantity,
here coin tosses.
Provide familiar
comparisons. (based on
Canadian data, 2008)

Convey randomness
and probability by
tossing several coins at
once.

Toss this many coins at once.
The probability corresponds to
ALL of the coins landing heads.

Toss this many coins at once.

The probability
corresponds to
Explain
it
ALL of the coins landing heads.

Lotto 6/49
grand prize
1 in 13,983,816

Lotto 6/49
provide
familiar comparisons
25

grand prize
1 inprobability
13,983,816
Convey
by

25
20

the “natural”
logarithms
for
probability:

Royal Flush in 5
cards dealt
1 in 649,740
Struck by lightning
in the next year
1 in 400,000
Dying from firearm-related
violent crime in the next year
1 in 166,667

15

log 12 (p)

20
10

Dying on the job
during the next year
1 in 14,706
Four of a kind in 5
cards dealt
1 in 4,165

Full house in 5
cards dealt
1 in 694
Straight in 5
cards dealt
1 in 255

5

15
Each additional coin
halves the probability
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Having twins
1 in 32
births

A woman developing
breast cancer in her lifetime
1 in 9
A man developing prostate
cancer in his lifetime
4 in 25

turning it into a more
meaningful quantity,
here coin tosses.
Provide familiar
comparisons. (based on
Canadian data, 2008)

Royal Flush in 5
Convey randomness
cards dealt
a n d p r o b1a in
b i 649,740
lity by
tossing several coins at
once.
Struck by lightning
in the next year
1 in 400,000
Dying from firearm-related
violent crime in the next year
1 in 166,667

Dying on the job
during the next year
1 in 14,706

PROBABiLiTy

Four of a kind in 5

Explain it

provide familiar comparisons
Toss this many coins at once.

the “natural”
logarithms
for
probability:

The probability corresponds to
ALL of the coins landing heads.

Lotto 6/49
grand prize
1 in 13,983,816

25

20

Royal Flush in 5
cards dealt
1 in 649,740
Struck by lightning
in the next year
1 in 400,000
Dying from firearm-related
violent crime in the next year
1 in 166,667

log 12 (p)

15

Dying on the job
during the next year
1 in 14,706
Four of a kind in 5
cards dealt
1 in 4,165

10

Full house in 5
cards dealt
1 in 694
Straight in 5
cards dealt
1 in 255

and

5

log 16 (p)

Having twins
1 in 32
births

A woman developing
breast cancer in her lifetime
1 in 9

Each additional coin
halves the probability
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A man developing prostate
cancer in his lifetime
4 in 25

PROBABiLiTy

Convey probability by
turning it into a more
meaningful quantity,
here coin tosses.
Provide familiar
comparisons. (based on
Canadian data, 2008)

Convey randomness
and probability by
tossing several coins at
once.

Solutions:
Eliminate it
Explain it
Embed it
Engage and entertain

Solutions:
Eliminate it
Explain it
Embed it

have the visualization itself convey uncertainty

Engage and entertain

Embed it

… density contours/prediction fans

• better than nothing
• historical data follows pattern
• continuity follows centre
• does not show variation in
path shape
D. Spiegelhalter

Can do better

Embed it
What are they
good for?

A test bed

… density contours/prediction fans

Embed it

simplest contours … error bars ?

High Resolution Electroencephalography in
Freely Moving Mice
Choi, Koch, Poppendieck, Lee, & Shin
Journal of Neurophysiology 104: 1825–1834, 2010

Embed it

simplest contours … error bars ?
Problems
naturally focus on centres
e.g. note the change in sd, outlier at 38

specialized audience
•
•
•
•

signal-to-noise ratios of 6 mice
centred at averages
standardized by day 8 readings
1 standard deviation error bars

uncertainty not matched
•

High Resolution Electroencephalography in
Freely Moving Mice
Choi, Koch, Poppendieck, Lee, & Shin
Journal of Neurophysiology 104: 1825–1834, 2010

•
•

forced symmetry
distributional detail hidden
uncertainty mechanism buried

perceptual studies have found error bars to be
poor

Embed it

centred at averages
1 standard deviation error bars

focus on centres
specialized/inaccessible
visual looks certain

simplest contours … error bars ?

raw data, alpha blending
connected by line

no forced symmetry
distributional detail given

Embed it

… density fans? or exemplars?
Cones of uncertainty
Density contours
Suggest that a hurricane is most likely
to travel along the centre.
Concern is that people on the edges of
the cone feel safer and are less inclined
to evacuate.

Hurricane Isaac … various sources

Embed it

… density fans? or exemplars?

Exemplars
Show the paths predicted by different
models.
Variation in actual trajectory is
conveyed.
Thought is that persons seeing an
actual trajectory predicted over their
area are more likely to appreciate the
potential danger.

Hurricane Isaac … various sources

Embed it

… density fans? or exemplars?

Embed it

… exemplars

variation in path location

variation in path shape

multiplicity conveys uncertainty

Embed it

… exemplars

variation in path location

variation in path shape

multiplicity conveys uncertainty

Embed it

… exemplars

variation in path location

variation in path shape

multiplicity conveys uncertainty

Embed it

histogram - jitters

Embed it

histogram - jitters

Present the data at their measured
horizontal locations.
However, take equi-spaced vertical
locations to the height of each histogram
bar.
Randomly (without replacement) select a
vertical height for data point within a
histogram bar.

Embed it

histogram - jitters

Embed it

histogram — bootstrap samples

sampling variability

Embed it

histogram — bootstrap samples

sampling variability

alpha blending used to overlay
all bootstrap histograms.
blur=uncertainty

Embed it

add back in the original
histogram jittered data

histogram — bootstrap samples

sampling variability

alpha blending used to overlay
all bootstrap histograms.
blur=uncertainty

Embed it

histogram — shifts

method/parameter variability

Embed it

histogram — shifts

method/parameter variability

Embed it

alpha blending used to overlay
histogram beginning at different
boundaries. a shifted histogram of
sorts. Again, blur=uncertainty

histogram — shifts

method/parameter variability

Embed it

histogram — ash + sampling

method + sampling variability

Embed it

histogram — ash + sampling

method + sampling variability

Embed it

histogram — ash + sampling

alpha blending shows uncertainty due to bin start locations
AND due to resampling via bootstrap samples.

method + sampling variability

Embed it

convey indeterminacy visually

Embed it

convey indeterminacy visually

•

disconnection
• in space
• in time

•

multiplicity
• over location
• over time

•

immateriality
• transparency/blurring
• fog/smoke
• holes in cloth
• shifting sands/moving water (e.g. motion, etc.)

Lots of other possibilities

Lots of other possibilities
•

two-dimensional histograms …

•

scatterplots with fuzzy points …

•

multiple prediction exemplars …

•

gossamer surfaces with holes matching uncertainty …

•

motion
•

twinkling, colour transitions, varying transparency,
…

Uncertainty

Uncertainty
•

uncertainty is uncomfortable

•

deal with it
•

eliminate if possible,

•

explain it, and

•

embed it so that it remains uncomfortable

The Charms of Statistics.

It is difficult to understand why statisticians commonly limit their
inquiries to Averages, and do not revel in more comprehensive
views. Their souls seem as dull to the charm of variety as that of
the native of one of our flat English counties, whose retrospect of
Switzerland was that, if its mountains could be thrown into its
lakes, two nuisances would be got rid of at once.

Francis Galton, 1889
Natural Inheritance, p. 62

The Charms of Statistics.

It is difficult to understand why statisticians commonly limit their
inquiries to Averages, and do not revel in more comprehensive
views. Their souls seem as dull to the
the charm of variety as that of
the native of one of our flat English counties, whose retrospect of
Switzerland was that, if its mountains could be thrown into its
lakes, two nuisances would be got rid of at once.

Francis Galton, 1889
Natural Inheritance, p. 62

Thanks

Questions? pot-shots?

